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Lesson 1 : Attention  
 

- Consumer Decision Making Process 

o 

 
- Attention 

o Concentration of awareness on some stimulus to the exclusion of other stimuli.  
o It is  

 Limited 
 Selective 

 Pay attention when stimulus is noticeable/important to our 
perceptions, or relevant to our instant needs & goals  
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 Prejudiced arguments 
 Overreaction to incidental observations 

o Representativeness  
 Relying on prototypical schemas & noticeable examples, assessing similarity 

of objects & organizing them based on category 
 Might lead to reverse overgeneralization from the group to individual  

o Anchoring  
 Base our judgement from an anchor.  
 where a person starts off with an initial idea and adjusts their beliefs based 

on this starting point. 
 False Consensus Effect 

 Use own preference as an anchor for others. 
 Examples of false consensus effect include believing that all people 

think that saving the environment is important because you feel 
that way 

- Gambler’s Fallacy 
o Chance based outcome happens more frequently than normal, people tend to 

believe that it will happen less frequently in the future 

Lesson 7/8 : Cognitive Biases 
- Attribution Errors 

o Systematic errors that arise when people assess why certain behaviours or events 
occurred 

- Misattribution 
o Misattribution is likely to occur when individuals are unable to monitor and control 

the influence of their attitudes, toward their judgments, at the time of retrieval. 
- Anxiety Reappraisal 

o Individuals were instructed to reappraise anxiety as excitement using minimal 
strategies  

o Reappraising anxiety improved their subsequent performance in diverse contexts  
- Egocentric Attributions 

o Attribution of work in teams & couples 
- Self-serving biases  

o Any cognitive or perceptual process that is distorted by the need to maintain & 
enhance self-esteem, or the tendency to perceive oneself in an overly favourable 
manner 

- Motivated Reasoning 
o Described the process in which people access, interpret & evaluate information in a 

biased fashion to endorse a preferred conclusion 

o  
- Motivated Skepticism 
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o Describes the likelihood that we feel greater empathy, and 
an urge to help, in situations where tragedies are about a 
specific, identifiable individual, compared to situations 
where the victims are a larger, vaguer group of people. 

 Social & Prosocial decisions summary 
o Social decisions often systematically differ from decision for 

oneself due to egocentric perspectives 
o Prosocial giving decisions tend to be sensitive to information 

that influence the givers’ instantaneous emotions even 
when it is less relevant to the actual welfare improvement 
of charity recipients 

  
 Nudge  

 Nudge is a way to change people’s behaviours by leveraging 
behavioural insights without changing the economic incentives or 
restraining the freedom of choice  

o Assumes that people have limited time & limited mental 
resources 

o Acknowledges that even though people often known what is 
best for them, they often fail to act in their best interest in 
predictably irrational ways. 

o Use of economic incentives always involve costs, often 
involves ethical concepts & is not necessarily effective in the 
long run 

 Nudge VS Incentive Changes 
o Example : Encourage Employees to save for retirement 

 Financially reward them to enrol in supplementary 
retirement plans 

 Mandatory deduction of payment for non-
enrolment 

 Simplify the decision & payment process by offering 
fewer, more straightforward options 
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